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Code No: 56071             Set No. 1 
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

III B.Tech  II Sem., II Mid-Term Examinations, April – 2015 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF FLIGHT VEHICLES 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  
 

Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. All aerodynamic lift and drag forces result from the combination of    [ ] 

a) Shear forces   b) Pressure forces  c) Body forces    d) Both a&b. 
 

2. Drag forces not strongly related to lift are usually known as     [ ] 
a) Profile drag     b) Skin friction drag  c) Parasite drag    d) Camber drag 
 

3. According to Bernoulli’s equation, the total pressure along a subsonic streamline   [ ] 
a) Increases        b) Decreases  c) Constant           d) Zero 
 

4. Installed engine thrust depends on         [ ] 
a) Inlet drag         b) Distortion effects  c) Manufacturer’s nozzle   d) Nozzle drag 
 

5. The fighter/attack weights for a main Landing gear is given as,     [ ] 
a) Kcbktpg (wlNl)^0.25Lm^0.93  b)  0.013Nen^0.795*T^0.579*Nz. 
c) 0.01Wen^0.717Nen*Nz   d) 4.55De*Lsh*Nen 
 

6.  The thrust must be equal to drag & the lift must be equal to load factor ‘n’ Times the weight is  
a) Instantaneous turn rate       b) Sustained turn rate     [ ] 
c) Turned rate with vector thrust    d) Level turning flight. 
 

7.  For a typical military aircraft, the O&M costs for the fuel totals about    [ ] 
 a) 35%       b) 50%      c) 15%    d) 25% 
 

8.  The airline economics depends upon the,        [ ] 
a) Airline revenue   b) Fuel & oil costs      c) Crew salaries       d.) Maintenance expenses 
 

9.  The total material cost is the cost per flight hour times the flight hours per year, plus the cost per 
cycle times the cycle per year,         [ ] 
a)3.3*(Ca/10^6) +7.04+ (58*(Ce/10^6)-13) Ne   
b) 4.0(Ca/10^6) +4.6+ (7.5*(Ce/10^6) +2.8)Ne 

        c) 47(Vc*(w0/10^5)) ^0.3+118 
        d) 35(Vc*(W0/10^5)) ^0.3+84 
 
 10.  Energy equations are given as,         [ ] 
          a) Ps= dh/dt+v/g dv/dt.           b) Ps=he/(fs) average 
            c) Pto= Pstatic(1+0.2M^2)^3.5          d) Ps= v(T/W-qCdo/(W/S)-n^2*k) 
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II  Fill in the blanks: 
 
11. Settling the rotational acceleration to zero yields …………….. 
 
12. The sum of the forces must be equal to zero for an aircraft flying in an acceleration level flight is 

called ---------------condition.  
 
13. ………………..maps the combination of altitude and velocity that the aircraft has been designed to 

withstand. 
 
14. ……..and ………….are frequently combined to develop CER’S. 
 
15. …………….for economic analysis are expressed as cost per seat-mile flown, where the seat-miles 

are equal to the number of seats on the aircraft times the static miles flown. 
 
16. Detailed analysis and simulation discovered the cause to be ………….. 
 
17. Inertial forces and damping forces are the two new classes of forces considered in ……….. 
 
18. ……………are the only part of the total loads that must be withstood by the aircraft structures. 
 
19. The two methods of drag due to lift are …………..and……………. 
 
20. The actual available thrust used in performance calculation is called as the ………… 
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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

III B.Tech  II Sem., II Mid-Term Examinations, April – 2015 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF FLIGHT VEHICLES 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  
 

Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Installed engine thrust depends on         [ ] 

a) Inlet drag         b) Distortion effects  c) Manufacturer’s nozzle   d) Nozzle drag 
 

2. The fighter/attack weights for a main Landing gear is given as,     [ ] 
a) Kcbktpg (wlNl)^0.25Lm^0.93  b)  0.013Nen^0.795*T^0.579*Nz. 
c) 0.01Wen^0.717Nen*Nz   d) 4.55De*Lsh*Nen 
 

3.  The thrust must be equal to drag & the lift must be equal to load factor ‘n’ Times the weight is  
a) Instantaneous turn rate       b) Sustained turn rate     [ ] 
c) Turned rate with vector thrust    d) Level turning flight. 
 

4.  For a typical military aircraft, the O&M costs for the fuel totals about    [ ] 
 a) 35%       b) 50%      c) 15%    d) 25% 
 

5.  The airline economics depends upon the,        [ ] 
a) Airline revenue   b) Fuel & oil costs      c) Crew salaries       d.) Maintenance expenses 
 

6.  The total material cost is the cost per flight hour times the flight hours per year, plus the cost per 
cycle times the cycle per year,         [ ] 
a)3.3*(Ca/10^6) +7.04+ (58*(Ce/10^6)-13) Ne   
b) 4.0(Ca/10^6) +4.6+ (7.5*(Ce/10^6) +2.8)Ne 

        c) 47(Vc*(w0/10^5)) ^0.3+118 
        d) 35(Vc*(W0/10^5)) ^0.3+84 
 
7.  Energy equations are given as,         [ ] 
          a) Ps= dh/dt+v/g dv/dt.           b) Ps=he/(fs) average 
            c) Pto= Pstatic(1+0.2M^2)^3.5          d) Ps= v(T/W-qCdo/(W/S)-n^2*k) 
 
8. All aerodynamic lift and drag forces result from the combination of    [ ] 

a) Shear forces   b) Pressure forces  c) Body forces    d) Both a&b. 
 

9. Drag forces not strongly related to lift are usually known as     [ ] 
a) Profile drag     b) Skin friction drag  c) Parasite drag    d) Camber drag 
 

10. According to Bernoulli’s equation, the total pressure along a subsonic streamline   [ ] 
a) Increases        b) Decreases  c) Constant           d) Zero 
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II  Fill in the blanks: 
 
11. ……..and ………….are frequently combined to develop CER’S. 
 
12. …………….for economic analysis are expressed as cost per seat-mile flown, where the seat-miles 

are equal to the number of seats on the aircraft times the static miles flown. 
 
13. Detailed analysis and simulation discovered the cause to be ………….. 
 
14. Inertial forces and damping forces are the two new classes of forces considered in ……….. 
 
15. ……………are the only part of the total loads that must be withstood by the aircraft structures. 
 
16. The two methods of drag due to lift are …………..and……………. 
 
17. The actual available thrust used in performance calculation is called as the ………… 
 
18. Settling the rotational acceleration to zero yields …………….. 
 
19. The sum of the forces must be equal to zero for an aircraft flying in an acceleration level flight is 

called ---------------condition.  
 
20. ………………..maps the combination of altitude and velocity that the aircraft has been designed to 

withstand 
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III B.Tech  II Sem., II Mid-Term Examinations, April – 2015 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF FLIGHT VEHICLES 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  
 

Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  The thrust must be equal to drag & the lift must be equal to load factor ‘n’ Times the weight is  

a) Instantaneous turn rate       b) Sustained turn rate     [ ] 
c) Turned rate with vector thrust    d) Level turning flight. 
 

2.  For a typical military aircraft, the O&M costs for the fuel totals about    [ ] 
 a) 35%       b) 50%      c) 15%    d) 25% 
 

3.  The airline economics depends upon the,        [ ] 
a) Airline revenue   b) Fuel & oil costs      c) Crew salaries       d.) Maintenance expenses 
 

4.  The total material cost is the cost per flight hour times the flight hours per year, plus the cost per 
cycle times the cycle per year,         [ ] 
a)3.3*(Ca/10^6) +7.04+ (58*(Ce/10^6)-13) Ne   
b) 4.0(Ca/10^6) +4.6+ (7.5*(Ce/10^6) +2.8)Ne 

        c) 47(Vc*(w0/10^5)) ^0.3+118 
        d) 35(Vc*(W0/10^5)) ^0.3+84 
 
5.  Energy equations are given as,         [ ] 
          a) Ps= dh/dt+v/g dv/dt.           b) Ps=he/(fs) average 
            c) Pto= Pstatic(1+0.2M^2)^3.5          d) Ps= v(T/W-qCdo/(W/S)-n^2*k) 
 
6. All aerodynamic lift and drag forces result from the combination of    [ ] 

a) Shear forces   b) Pressure forces  c) Body forces    d) Both a&b. 
 

7. Drag forces not strongly related to lift are usually known as     [ ] 
a) Profile drag     b) Skin friction drag  c) Parasite drag    d) Camber drag 
 

8. According to Bernoulli’s equation, the total pressure along a subsonic streamline   [ ] 
a) Increases        b) Decreases  c) Constant           d) Zero 
 

9. Installed engine thrust depends on         [ ] 
a) Inlet drag         b) Distortion effects  c) Manufacturer’s nozzle   d) Nozzle drag 
 

10. The fighter/attack weights for a main Landing gear is given as,     [ ] 
a) Kcbktpg (wlNl)^0.25Lm^0.93  b)  0.013Nen^0.795*T^0.579*Nz. 
c) 0.01Wen^0.717Nen*Nz   d) 4.55De*Lsh*Nen 
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II  Fill in the blanks: 
 
11. Detailed analysis and simulation discovered the cause to be ………….. 
 
12. Inertial forces and damping forces are the two new classes of forces considered in ……….. 
 
13. ……………are the only part of the total loads that must be withstood by the aircraft structures. 
 
14. The two methods of drag due to lift are …………..and……………. 
 
15. The actual available thrust used in performance calculation is called as the ………… 
 
16. Settling the rotational acceleration to zero yields …………….. 
 
17. The sum of the forces must be equal to zero for an aircraft flying in an acceleration level flight is 

called ---------------condition.  
 
18. ………………..maps the combination of altitude and velocity that the aircraft has been designed to 

withstand. 
 
19. ……..and ………….are frequently combined to develop CER’S. 
 
20. …………….for economic analysis are expressed as cost per seat-mile flown, where the seat-miles 

are equal to the number of seats on the aircraft times the static miles flown. 
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III B.Tech  II Sem., II Mid-Term Examinations, April – 2015 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF FLIGHT VEHICLES 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  
 

Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  The airline economics depends upon the,        [ ] 

a) Airline revenue   b) Fuel & oil costs      c) Crew salaries       d.) Maintenance expenses 
 

2.  The total material cost is the cost per flight hour times the flight hours per year, plus the cost per 
cycle times the cycle per year,         [ ] 
a)3.3*(Ca/10^6) +7.04+ (58*(Ce/10^6)-13) Ne   
b) 4.0(Ca/10^6) +4.6+ (7.5*(Ce/10^6) +2.8)Ne 

        c) 47(Vc*(w0/10^5)) ^0.3+118 
        d) 35(Vc*(W0/10^5)) ^0.3+84 
 
3.  Energy equations are given as,         [ ] 
          a) Ps= dh/dt+v/g dv/dt.           b) Ps=he/(fs) average 
            c) Pto= Pstatic(1+0.2M^2)^3.5          d) Ps= v(T/W-qCdo/(W/S)-n^2*k) 
 
4. All aerodynamic lift and drag forces result from the combination of    [ ] 

a) Shear forces   b) Pressure forces  c) Body forces    d) Both a&b. 
 

5. Drag forces not strongly related to lift are usually known as     [ ] 
a) Profile drag     b) Skin friction drag  c) Parasite drag    d) Camber drag 
 

6. According to Bernoulli’s equation, the total pressure along a subsonic streamline   [ ] 
a) Increases        b) Decreases  c) Constant           d) Zero 
 

7. Installed engine thrust depends on         [ ] 
a) Inlet drag         b) Distortion effects  c) Manufacturer’s nozzle   d) Nozzle drag 
 

8. The fighter/attack weights for a main Landing gear is given as,     [ ] 
a) Kcbktpg (wlNl)^0.25Lm^0.93  b)  0.013Nen^0.795*T^0.579*Nz. 
c) 0.01Wen^0.717Nen*Nz   d) 4.55De*Lsh*Nen 
 

9.  The thrust must be equal to drag & the lift must be equal to load factor ‘n’ Times the weight is  
a) Instantaneous turn rate       b) Sustained turn rate     [ ] 
c) Turned rate with vector thrust    d) Level turning flight. 
 

10.  For a typical military aircraft, the O&M costs for the fuel totals about    [ ] 
 a) 35%       b) 50%      c) 15%    d) 25% 
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II  Fill in the blanks: 
 
11. ……………are the only part of the total loads that must be withstood by the aircraft structures. 
 
12. The two methods of drag due to lift are …………..and……………. 
 
13. The actual available thrust used in performance calculation is called as the ………… 
 
14. Settling the rotational acceleration to zero yields …………….. 
 
15. The sum of the forces must be equal to zero for an aircraft flying in an acceleration level flight is 

called ---------------condition.  
 
16. ………………..maps the combination of altitude and velocity that the aircraft has been designed to 

withstand. 
 
17. ……..and ………….are frequently combined to develop CER’S. 
 
18. …………….for economic analysis are expressed as cost per seat-mile flown, where the seat-miles 

are equal to the number of seats on the aircraft times the static miles flown. 
 
19. Detailed analysis and simulation discovered the cause to be ………….. 
 
20. Inertial forces and damping forces are the two new classes of forces considered in ……….. 
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